Nonhuman primate models of skeletal and reproductive aging.
Bone loss, osteoarthritis (OA) and age-related changes in reproduction are some of the most apparent and troubling results of advancing age in the human population. The significance of these changes underscores the need for developing appropriate animal models to study aging of bone and the reproductive system. This review surveys the literature regarding the current state of nonhuman primates (NHP) as models for skeletal and reproductive aging in humans. Several species of NHP exhibit age-related bone loss as well as changes in the mineral content and architecture of bone that are similar to those reported in humans. In addition, since aged females of some species of NHP exhibit cessation of menses and serum hormone profiles consistent with those described in peri- and premenopausal women, they provide useful models of postmenopausal bone loss. Sensitivity to surgical estrogen depletion and hormone replacement has also been demonstrated in female NHP. Spontaneous development of degenerative arthritis, analogous to humans in age at onset, joint involvement and histologic changes, suggest that NHP are suitable for the study of human OA. Many similarities exist between female NHPs and women in age-related changes in reproductive function including hormone concentrations, menstrual cycling, fertility and the development of endometriosis. Changes in male sexual behavior and fertility with age are also comparable in men and male NHP. Genetic similarity, long lives and similar reproductive endocrinology suggest that NHPs are likely candidates as models of skeletal and reproductive aging in humans. Current data confirm that several species of NHP exhibit changes in bone and reproduction that are comparable to those known to occur in humans.